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Mapping Critical Theory Today is wise to point to the central role that ecology and the ever-growing
ecological crisis will play as a site of social antagonism and political conflict. The consequence of this
shibboleth was that the jargon and the obscurity of theory created a profound disconnect with the working
class and non-academics became marginal to revolutionary ideas. The politics of tenure began to outweigh the
politics of the larger culture and the public critical intellectual became a dinosaur, something from another
time all together. But today, the expert dominates the very meaning and public image of what an intellectual
is. The expert provides commentary on social and political policy, which ends up being watered down
consultation to elites on matters of governance and crisis management. The expert informs the public about
how to improve their lifestyle choices. Where the policy expert and the TED-talk entrepreneur fail is that they
disregard the traditional role that intellectuals played in public life, of serving as agents of resistance to the
status quo, often offering systemic and radical critiques of capitalism. Mapping Critical Theory Today is an
important contribution to the field of critical theory today as it provides such a cognitive mapping. Keucheyan
situates contemporary critical theory historically and links its resurgence to the resurgence of leftist political
movements globally and he goes beyond merely summarizing the salient ideas of key thinkers but effectively
highlights the most important debates within critical theory. The field of critical theory is broken down into
two very general categories in the book: In Europe and America, the New Left period witnessed the rise of a
centralized base of leftist organizations, from labor unions to socialist parties. What this meant for critical
thinking was that the struggle for emancipation from capitalist domination was waged first and foremost from
the factory and the agents of this struggle were the worker and the party form. Paris served as the center of the
world for critical thinkers, whereas today it is the United States and New York City. The decline of the New
Left is a story of betrayal and resilience. This period of decline occurs from to , with the rise of the
alter-globalization movements. On the side of betrayal, what occurred during this period is that many formerly
committed critical intellectuals abandoned their fidelity to radical ideas and chose to become integrated into
various movements of liberal thought such as the French New Philosophers movement. In Argentina, critical
intellectuals veered away from the radical Marxist tradition and modified their thought to adapt to changing
dynamics in their country. While not an outright betrayal to radical left ideas, some critical intellectuals, most
notably in Argentina, where the passive revolution known as Peronism occurred argued that a new theory of
seizing power must be created because the proletariat had lost its organization. This modified theory of leftist
revolutionary moved away from the more classical Leninist notions and many critical thinkers have similarly
expanded their range of references and tactics for thinking revolution in an age when the left has all but lost its
party and worker base of power. This innovation of leftist theory and strategy is evident in the thought of the
late critical theorist Ernesto Lacalu. More research into this dialectical relation would make for a fascinating
continuation of this study. Thinking a New Subject of Emancipation: This preoccupation with the subject can
be traced to historical and theoretical forces. For starters, the left no longer has a privileged subject of
revolution, as the figure of the worker and of the working class has disappeared as a unit of empirical reality
and thus they no longer contain the same potency of agency and hence they are no longer viable subjects for
producing social change What destroyed the working class as the agent of emancipation was the
overwhelming success of neoliberal ideology and the fragmentation of the industrial working class With the
evaporation of the figure of the worker as the subject of emancipation and the shift away from the factory as
the site of contestation, critical thinkers have expanded their range of references to historical figures of
emancipation. Although overwhelmingly atheist, critical thinkers have invoked religious figures such as St.
One of the premises of this return to thinking a more emancipatory form of religious thought is that such a
thinking might prove a tonic to the fundamentalist turn that has affected Christianity and Islam over the last
several decades, providing it with a set of alternative narratives, histories and figures of radicalism. Invoking
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religious thought also enables thinkers to probe the more complex nature of belief and ideology, in an age of
capitalism that lacks compelling alternative ideologies to global capitalism. Interestingly, Kuecheyan notes
how the work of thinkers such as Michel Foucault, who questioned different regimes of normality and subjects
outside of the norm, such as subjects classified with mental illness, prisoners, etc. More generally, critical
theorists that examine the question of identity are concerned with different ways it is ontologically possible
through an encounter with others or through a procedure of recognition to arrive at different states of
emancipation from psychical servitude. In a different but related way, there is no representational politics that
does not create exclusion for Judith Butler. Both of these positions are tied up in a larger critique of gender
norms It argues that essentialism is still deployed despite its waning effect in reality. One of the most often
deployed critiques in critical theory therefore various critiques of essentialism and universalism, both of which
haunt Eurocentric discourses and systems of thought, from metaphysics to ethics. The ubiquity of essentialism
is often useful for political action, however in the realm of critical theory one of the things critiques of
essentialism has led to is the idea that the category of class is itself that which underlies all forms of
domination, and thus it is not one social antagonism on par with another form of oppression. Critiques of the
System of Global Capitalism: With the ascendancy of knowledge value, the worker ceases to be the central
figure in the process of production. The implication is that class struggle extends to all of society, and power
functions in a dualistic manner. There is power over potere something and power to potenza. It is this latter
power to, where Negri identifies what he calls the multitude, and the former mode of power over is what he
calls empire, or the large system of global capitalism. In his famous text, Empire, co-written with Michael
Hardt, Negri argues that imperialism is over and power is now exerted across all territories. David Harvey, the
well-known Marxist geographer, makes a similar point when he argues that capitalism produces a " space-time
compression " that annihilates public space and the commons. Harvey argues that imperialism is triggered
when under-consumption is created as a result of the exploitation of workers in the countries at the center of
the world economy. Under-consumption creates insufficient demand and then forces the exploiting countries
to shift overseas, thus imperialism shifts grounds from the nation-state to the private market taking the
hegemonic role - Perhaps the most developed theory of cognitive capitalism is found in the work of Yann
Moulier Boutang who argues that contemporary capitalism has transitioned to a third age of capitalism
following mercantislism in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and industrial capitalism in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. Critics of cognitive capitalism insist that the opposition between capital and labor
remains formative and they argue that there is no transition from labor value to knowledge value Other critics
of cognitive capitalism are thinkers such as Elmar Altvater who wrote the important ecological Marxist essay,
" Is there an ecological Marxism? The conclusion to be drawn from this theory is that investment in the green
economy is doomed from the outset because it does not provide an adequate level of investment for profit
making, which means that neoliberalism is unable to adequately sustain the expansion of a green economy.
Altavater also developed the idea of the Entropy Law that looks at how energy depletion is tied to economic
processes, shattering the assumption that growth is infinitely possible. For Altvater, the law of value makes
labor value the main surplus value there is. Altvater claims that only major state-based investments in a solar
economy and a solar revolution can alter the Entropy Law. Since its birth, capitalism has gone through four
stages or cycles of accumulation and each stage has a material and a financial stage. As a result of the
inevitable fall of profit rates, capital enters a financial stage to continue to reap profits. World-systems
theorists develop this theory of financial capital, most notably Giovanni Arrighi, who argues that American
imperialism has reached an ossified state where it exerts domination but it no longer has economic hegemony,
rather only military hegemony. What signaled the decline of the U. Structurally, the problem is that
financialization does not fix the problem of the rate of profit and a cycle of crisis and major social unrest
unfurl during a period of financialization What will follow the U. Many argue that China is emerging as the
next economic hegemon, and one hypothesis is that the coming decades will unleash a period of intense chaos
until a new mode of capital accumulation will be developed. The consequences of this shift will be multiple,
but it will entail the destruction of decayed cities and neighborhoods in its wake, such as what is occurring in
Detroit today and it will lead to an increase in riots and protests. The theme of accumulation is addressed by a
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number of critical theorists and one of the main ideas of accumulation is that capitalism always needs an
exterior to overcome its crises of over-accumulation, thus accumulation entails the usurpation of former
communal areas, and lays the slate clean for accumulation through war What does critical theory tell us about
the future of social struggles? Keucheyan is wise to point to the central role that ecology and the ever-growing
ecological crisis will play as a site of social antagonism and political conflict. The other worksite he identifies
is the party form of politics, which is beginning to make a comeback with the rise of Syriza in Greece and
PODEMOS in Spain , two far left parties vying for political power.
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Left Hemisphere has ratings and 23 reviews. Declan said: A superbly written (and translated) account of contemporary
theory, written in an approachab.

As you can see from my review, I found the book to be a tremendous contribution to the field of left politics
and organization and to the academic field of critical theory. Has the critical public intellectual begun to make
a comeback? The consequence of this shibboleth was that the jargon and the obscurity of theory created a
profound disconnect with the working class and non-academics became marginal to revolutionary ideas. The
politics of tenure began to outweigh the politics of the larger culture and the public critical intellectual became
a dinosaur, something from another time all together. But today, the expert dominates the very meaning and
public image of what an intellectual is. The expert provides commentary on social and political policy, which
ends up being watered down consultation to elites on matters of governance and crisis management. The
expert informs the public about how to improve their lifestyle choices. Where the policy expert and the
TED-talk entrepreneur fail is that they disregard the traditional role that intellectuals played in public life, of
serving as agents of resistance to the status quo, often offering systemic and radical critiques of capitalism.
Mapping Critical Theory Today is an important contribution to the field of critical theory today as it provides
such a cognitive mapping. Keucheyan situates contemporary critical theory historically and links its
resurgence to the resurgence of leftist political movements globally and he goes beyond merely summarizing
the salient ideas of key thinkers but effectively highlights the most important debates within critical theory.
The field of critical theory is broken down into two very general categories in the book: In Europe and
America, the New Left period witnessed the rise of a centralized base of leftist organizations, from labor
unions to socialist parties. What this meant for critical thinking was that the struggle for emancipation from
capitalist domination was waged first and foremost from the factory and the agents of this struggle were the
worker and the party form. Paris served as the center of the world for critical thinkers, whereas today it is the
United States and New York City. The decline of the New Left is a story of betrayal and resilience. This
period of decline occurs from to , with the rise of the alter-globalization movements. On the side of betrayal,
what occurred during this period is that many formerly committed critical intellectuals abandoned their fidelity
to radical ideas and chose to become integrated into various movements of liberal thought such as the French
New Philosophers movement. In Argentina, critical intellectuals veered away from the radical Marxist
tradition and modified their thought to adapt to changing dynamics in their country. While not an outright
betrayal to radical left ideas, some critical intellectuals, most notably in Argentina, where the passive
revolution known as Peronism occurred argued that a new theory of seizing power must be created because the
proletariat had lost its organization. This modified theory of leftist revolutionary moved away from the more
classical Leninist notions and many critical thinkers have similarly expanded their range of references and
tactics for thinking revolution in an age when the left has all but lost its party and worker base of power. This
innovation of leftist theory and strategy is evident in the thought of the late critical theorist Ernesto Lacalu.
More research into this dialectical relation would make for a fascinating continuation of this study. Thinking a
New Subject of Emancipation: This preoccupation with the subject can be traced to historical and theoretical
forces. For starters, the left no longer has a privileged subject of revolution, as the figure of the worker and of
the working class has disappeared as a unit of empirical reality and thus they no longer contain the same
potency of agency and hence they are no longer viable subjects for producing social change What destroyed
the working class as the agent of emancipation was the overwhelming success of neoliberal ideology and the
fragmentation of the industrial working class With the evaporation of the figure of the worker as the subject
of emancipation and the shift away from the factory as the site of contestation, critical thinkers have expanded
their range of references to historical figures of emancipation. Although overwhelmingly atheist, critical
thinkers have invoked religious figures such as St. One of the premises of this return to thinking a more
emancipatory form of religious thought is that such a thinking might prove a tonic to the fundamentalist turn
that has affected Christianity and Islam over the last several decades, providing it with a set of alternative
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narratives, histories and figures of radicalism. Invoking religious thought also enables thinkers to probe the
more complex nature of belief and ideology, in an age of capitalism that lacks compelling alternative
ideologies to global capitalism. Interestingly, Kuecheyan notes how the work of thinkers such as Michel
Foucault, who questioned different regimes of normality and subjects outside of the norm, such as subjects
classified with mental illness, prisoners, etc. More generally, critical theorists that examine the question of
identity are concerned with different ways it is ontologically possible through an encounter with others or
through a procedure of recognition to arrive at different states of emancipation from psychical servitude. In a
different but related way, there is no representational politics that does not create exclusion for Judith Butler.
Both of these positions are tied up in a larger critique of gender norms It argues that essentialism is still
deployed despite its waning effect in reality. One of the most often deployed critiques in critical theory
therefore various critiques of essentialism and universalism, both of which haunt Eurocentric discourses and
systems of thought, from metaphysics to ethics. The ubiquity of essentialism is often useful for political
action, however in the realm of critical theory one of the things critiques of essentialism has led to is the idea
that the category of class is itself that which underlies all forms of domination, and thus it is not one social
antagonism on par with another form of oppression. Critiques of the System of Global Capitalism: With the
ascendancy of knowledge value, the worker ceases to be the central figure in the process of production. The
implication is that class struggle extends to all of society, and power functions in a dualistic manner. There is
power over potere something and power to potenza. It is this latter power to, where Negri identifies what he
calls the multitude, and the former mode of power over is what he calls empire, or the large system of global
capitalism. In his famous text, Empire, co-written with Michael Hardt, Negri argues that imperialism is over
and power is now exerted across all territories. Harvey argues that imperialism is triggered when
under-consumption is created as a result of the exploitation of workers in the countries at the center of the
world economy. Under-consumption creates insufficient demand and then forces the exploiting countries to
shift overseas, thus imperialism shifts grounds from the nation-state to the private market taking the
hegemonic role â€” Perhaps the most developed theory of cognitive capitalism is found in the work of Yann
Moulier Boutang who argues that contemporary capitalism has transitioned to a third age of capitalism
following mercantislism in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and industrial capitalism in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. Critics of cognitive capitalism insist that the opposition between capital and labor
remains formative and they argue that there is no transition from labor value to knowledge value The
conclusion to be drawn from this theory is that investment in the green economy is doomed from the outset
because it does not provide an adequate level of investment for profit making, which means that neoliberalism
is unable to adequately sustain the expansion of a green economy. Altavater also developed the idea of the
Entropy Law that looks at how energy depletion is tied to economic processes, shattering the assumption that
growth is infinitely possible. For Altvater, the law of value makes labor value the main surplus value there is.
Altvater claims that only major state-based investments in a solar economy and a solar revolution can alter the
Entropy Law. Since its birth, capitalism has gone through four stages or cycles of accumulation and each stage
has a material and a financial stage. As a result of the inevitable fall of profit rates, capital enters a financial
stage to continue to reap profits. World-systems theorists develop this theory of financial capital, most notably
Giovanni Arrighi, who argues that American imperialism has reached an ossified state where it exerts
domination but it no longer has economic hegemony, rather only military hegemony. What signaled the
decline of the U. Structurally, the problem is that financialization does not fix the problem of the rate of profit
and a cycle of crisis and major social unrest unfurl during a period of financialization What will follow the U.
Many argue that China is emerging as the next economic hegemon, and one hypothesis is that the coming
decades will unleash a period of intense chaos until a new mode of capital accumulation will be developed.
The consequences of this shift will be multiple, but it will entail the destruction of decayed cities and
neighborhoods in its wake, such as what is occurring in Detroit today and it will lead to an increase in riots
and protests. The theme of accumulation is addressed by a number of critical theorists and one of the main
ideas of accumulation is that capitalism always needs an exterior to overcome its crises of over-accumulation,
thus accumulation entails the usurpation of former communal areas, and lays the slate clean for accumulation
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through war What does critical theory tell us about the future of social struggles? Keucheyan is wise to point
to the central role that ecology and the ever-growing ecological crisis will play as a site of social antagonism
and political conflict. The other worksite he identifies is the party form of politics, which is beginning to make
a comeback with the rise of Syriza in Greece and PODEMOS in Spain , two far left parties vying for political
power.
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Mapping Critical Theory Today. Translated by Gregory Elliott. Socialism has ceased to be a widespread ideal.
Marxism is no longer a dominant in the culture of the Left. Even Labourism has largely dissolved. To say that
these changes are enormous would be an under-statement. Das Ende des realexistierenden Sozialismus, die
Dekadenz marxistisch- sozialdemokratischer Arbeiterkultur und -politik sowie der globale Siegeszug des
Neoliberalismus wirken sich nach Keucheyan auch auf kritische Theorien aus, deren theoretischen und
politischen Ambitionen sie einen schweren Schlag versetzt haben. Doch wie haben kritische Theorien auf den
Nieder- gang des Sozialismus und den Sieg des Kapitalismus reagiert, und wie haben sie sich seit neu
formiert? Wie also gestaltet sich die Landschaft kriti- scher Theorien heute? Das Alleinstellungsmerkmal von
The Left Hemisphere ist hierbei, dass Keucheyan seine theoretische Zusammenschau mit einem
strategisch-politischen Anliegen ersten Ranges verbindet: Eine Theorie ist also kritisch, sobald sie deskriptive
Bestandsaufnahmen mit normativen Zielvorgaben verwebt 2. Sie grenzen sich nicht auf spezifische soziale
Felder ein, sondern sind auf das Gesellschaftsganze ausgerichtet. Nach Keucheyan sind kritische Theorien
stets kritische Gesellschaftstheorien. The Left Hemisphere vergleicht nun die kritischen Theorien der
Gegenwart nicht nur konzeptuell miteinander, der erste Teil des Werkes Contexts nimmt zudem eine
politisch-historische Einbettung der aktuellen Theorielandschaft vor. Letzterer zeichnet sich, folgen wir
Keucheyan, durch drei Eckpunkte aus. Waren marxistische Theoreme lange eine Conditio sine qua non jeder
kritischer Theorie, so haben sie laut Keucheyan heute diese Referenzfunktion verloren: Kritische Auto- ren
beziehen sich heute auf unterschiedlichste Traditionen, darunter, um nur einige zu nennen, der
Poststrukturalismus eines Foucault oder Derrida, der Liberalismus eines Rawls oder Arendt oder der radikale
Dezisionismus eines Schmitt 24ff. Zweitens erleben kritische Theorien eine weitgehende Entpolitisierung, die
sich in der zusehenden Akademisierung kritischen Denkens bemerkbar macht. Sie setze bereits in den er
Jahren an, beschleunige sich aber seit Ende der er Jahr als Ergebnis der neoliberalen Umstrukturierung des akademischen Feldes. Diese Akademisierung schneide die theoretische Reflek- tion von der politischen Praxis
ab. Nur wenige kritische Autoren seien noch in politischen Organisationen, Bewegungen oder Parteien aktiv
Doch die Akademisierung wirke sich auch auf die Theoriebildung selbst aus: Keucheyan spitzt diesen Einfluss
auf zwei Momente zu: Zum anderen inauguriere ein neues, organisch Keucheyan: In einer Zeit, die sich durch
die zusehende Globalisierung und Diversifizierung intellektueller Debatten auszeichne 22â€”27 , arbeitet The
Left Hemisphere die Landkarte kritischer Theoriebildung entlang zweier Achsen auf: Entscheidend ist, dass
Brenner die Finanzialisierung der Wirtschaft als notwendiges Ergebnis kapitalistischer Akkumulationslogiken liest f. Ihre zentrale These ist, dass die neoliberale Wende der er und er Jahre ein
kontingentes Ergebnis politischer Prozesse ist. These formerly bohemian values are now those that inspire any
self-respecting manager. The bureau- cratic hierarchies of yesteryear are regarded as inefficient. Sie beschreibt
orthodox marxistisch Zyklen der Kapitalak- kumulation Brenner. Die Positionen sind nicht weniger heterogen,
wenn Keucheyan im Kapitel subjects der Frage nachgeht, was kritische Theorien heute unter dem
Kollektivsubjekt politischen Wandels verstehen. The Left Hemisphere macht dabei eine Gegen- Keucheyan:
Auf der einen Seite stehen marxistische bzw. Gegen diesen neo marxistischen Klassenbegriff inauguriert der
Histori- ker E. Wenn sich Klassen durch kollektive Erfahrungsprozesse heraus- Keucheyan: The Left
Hemisphere Conrad Lluis Martell 52 bilden, warum sollte dann nicht dasselbe mit anderen sozialen
Kategorien wie denen von Geschlecht, Ethnie oder Nation geschehen? Im Zeichen der Niederlage? Und wie
bei Anderson ist auch Keucheyans politische Positionierung unverkennbar. Genau dies geschieht zuweilen in
The Left Hemisphere. Aber stehen wir heute wirklich vor dem unangefochtenen Triumph von liberaler
Demokratie und globalem Kapitalismus? New Left Review new series 1 , 1â€” Berger, Peter und Thomas
Luckmann. Die gesellschaftliche Konstruktion der Wirk- lichkeit. Eine Theorie der Wissenssoziologie. Mit
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einer Einleitung zur deutschen Ausgabe von Helmuth Plessner. The Power of Lan- guage. New Left Review
43 , 63â€” Social Bases of Resistance. New Left Review 85 , 6â€”
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The Left Hemisphere: Mapping Critical Theory Today is a lofty thing. In its tightly conceived pages, it describes a
multitude of critical theories spanning Argentina to China and then back.

Verso Books, New York The politics of tenure began to outweigh the politics of the larger culture and the
public critical intellectual became a dinosaur, something from another time all together. But today, the expert
dominates the very meaning of what an intellectual is. The expert provides commentary on social and political
policy, which ends up being watered down consultation to elites on matters of governance and crisis
management. The expert informs the public about how to improve their lifestyle choices. Mapping Critical
Theory is an important contribution to the field of critical theory today as it provides such a cognitive
mapping. Keucheyan situates contemporary critical theory historically and links its resurgence to the
resurgence of leftist political movements globally and he goes beyond merely summarizing the salient ideas of
key thinkers but effectively highlights the most important debates within critical theory. The field of critical
theory is broken down into two very general categories in the text: In Europe and America, the New Left
period witnessed the rise of a centralized base of leftist organizations, from labor unions to socialist parties.
What this meant for critical thinking was that the struggle for emancipation from capitalist domination was
waged first and foremost from the factory and the agents of this struggle were the worker and the party form.
Paris served as the center of the world for critical thinkers, whereas today it is the United States and New York
City. The decline of the New Left is a story of betrayal and resilience. This period of decline occurs from to ,
with the rise of the alter-globalization movements. On the side of betrayal, what occurred during this period is
that many formerly committed critical intellectuals abandoned their fidelity to radical ideas and chose to
become integrated into various movements of liberal thought such as the French New Philosophers movement.
In Argentina, critical intellectuals veered away from the radical Marxist tradition and modified their thought to
adapt to changing dynamics in their country. This modified theory of leftist revolutionary moved away from
the more classical Leninist notions and many critical thinkers have similarly expanded their range of
references and tactics for thinking revolution in an age when the left has all but lost its party and worker base
of power. This innovation of leftist theory and strategy is evident in the thought of the late critical theorist
Ernesto Lacalu. More research into this dialectical relation would make for a fascinating continuation of this
study. Thinking a New Subject of Emancipation: This preoccupation with the subject can be traced to
historical and theoretical forces. For starters, the left no longer has a privileged subject of revolution, as the
figure of the worker and of the working class has disappeared as a unit of empirical reality and thus they no
longer contain the same potency of agency and hence they are no longer viable subjects for producing social
change What destroyed the working class as the agent of emancipation was the overwhelming success of
neoliberal ideology and the fragmentation of the industrial working class With the evaporation of the figure of
the worker as the subject of emancipation and the shift away from the factory as the site of contestation,
critical thinkers have expanded their range of references to historical figures of emancipation. Although
overwhelmingly atheist, critical thinkers have invoked religious figures such as St. One of the premises of this
return to thinking a more emancipatory form of religious thought is that such a thinking might prove a tonic to
the fundamentalist turn that has affected Christianity and Islam over the last several decades, providing it with
a set of alternative narratives, histories and figures of radicalism. Invoking religious thought also enables
thinkers to probe the more complex nature of belief and ideology, in an age of capitalism that lacks
compelling alternative ideologies to global capitalism. Interestingly, Kuecheyan notes how the work of
thinkers such as Michel Foucault, who questioned different regimes of normality and subjects outside of the
norm, such as subjects classified with mental illness, prisoners, etc. More generally, critical theorists that
examine the question of identity are concerned with different ways it is ontologically possible through an
encounter with others or through a procedure of recognition to arrive at different states of emancipation from
psychical servitude. In a different but related way, there is no representational politics that does not create
exclusion for Judith Butler. Both of these positions are tied up in a larger critique of gender norms It argues
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that essentialism is still deployed despite its waning effect in reality. One of the most often deployed critiques
in critical theory therefore various critiques of essentialism and universalism, both of which haunt Eurocentric
discourses and systems of thought, from metaphysics to ethics. The ubiquity of essentialism is often useful for
political action, however in the realm of critical theory one of the things critiques of essentialism has led to is
the idea that the category of class is itself that which underlies all forms of domination, and thus it is not one
social antagonism on par with another form of oppression. Critiques of the System of Global Capitalism: With
the ascendancy of knowledge value, the worker ceases to be the central figure in the process of production.
There is power over potere something and power to potenza. It is this latter power to, where Negri identifies
what he calls the multitude, and the former mode of power over is what he calls empire, or the large system of
global capitalism. In his famous text, Empire, co-written with Michael Hardt, Negri argues that imperialism is
over and power is now exerted across all territories. Harvey argues that imperialism is triggered when
under-consumption is created as a result of the exploitation of workers in the countries at the center of the
world economy. Under-consumption creates insufficient demand and then forces the exploiting countries to
shift overseas, thus imperialism shifts grounds from the nation-state to the private market taking the
hegemonic role â€” Perhaps the most developed theory of cognitive capitalism is found in the work of Yann
Moulier Boutang who argues that contemporary capitalism has transitioned to a third age of capitalism
following mercantislism in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and industrial capitalism in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. Critics of cognitive capitalism insist that the opposition between capital and labor
remains formative and they argue that there is no transition from labor value to knowledge value The
conclusion to be drawn from this theory is that investment in the green economy is doomed from the outset
because it does not provide an adequate level of investment for profit making, which means that neoliberalism
is unable to adequately sustain the expansion of a green economy. Altavater also developed the idea of the
Entropy Law that looks at how energy depletion is tied to economic processes, shattering the assumption that
growth is infinitely possible. For Altvater, the law of value makes labor value the main surplus value there is.
Altvater claims that only major state-based investments in a solar economy and a solar revolution can alter the
Entropy Law. Since its birth, capitalism has gone through four stages or cycles of accumulation and each stage
has a material and a financial stage. As a result of the inevitable fall of profit rates, capital enters a financial
stage to continue to reap profits. World-systems theorists develop this theory of financial capital, most notably
Giovanni Arrighi, who argues that American imperialism has reached an ossified state where it exerts
domination but it no longer has economic hegemony, rather only military hegemony. Structurally, the problem
is that financialization does not fix the problem of the rate of profit and a cycle of crisis and major social
unrest unfurl during a period of financialization What will follow the U. Many argue that China is emerging
as the next economic hegemon, and one hypothesis is that the coming decades will unleash a period of intense
chaos until a new mode of capital accumulation will be developed. The consequences of this shift will be
multiple, but it will entail the destruction of decayed cities and neighborhoods in its wake, such as what is
occurring in Detroit today and it will lead to an increase in riots and protests. The theme of accumulation is
addressed by a number of critical theorists and one of the main ideas of accumulation is that capitalism always
needs an exterior to overcome its crises of over-accumulation, thus accumulation entails the usurpation of
former communal areas, and lays the slate clean for accumulation through war What does critical theory tell
us about the future of social struggle? Keucheyan is wise to point to the central role that ecology and the
ever-growing ecological crisis will play as a site of social antagonism and political conflict. The other
worksite he identifies is the party form of politics, which is beginning to make a comeback with the rise of
Syriza in Greece and PODEMOS in Spain, two far left parties vying for political power. Follow him at
danieltutt and www.
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5: Razmig Keucheyan | French Culture
Book reviews Razmig Keucheyan, The Left Hemisphere: Mapping Critical Theory Today (Verso, ) Reviewed by:
Chamsy el-Ojeili, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand.

In the panorama of the different critical theories that you analyze in your new book The Left Hemisphere, and
despite their diversity, do you discern a common thread that unites them? Pessimism certainly is a common
thread. None of these thinkers believes that overthrowing capitalism and replacing it with another, relatively
better, system is an obvious possibility. This pessimism is a consequence of the tragic experiences of the 20th
century, especially Stalinism. And they have done so in very creative ways, by combining past critical
traditions, elaborating new concepts, engaging in innovative debates, etc. Consequently, if I had to point out
one common thread that unites contemporary critical thinkers, I would say pessimism combined with great
creativity. You present an entire constellation of radical theorists who challenge capitalism during the last
thirty years. At the same time what we see is the fragmentation of political and social movements, some of
them even hostile towards any political theory. Do you see any perspective to overcome this contradiction? In
the past decades, the political and intellectual fields have grown more and more separate. This process has
resulted in a growing gap between social movements and critical thinkers, who are mostly academics today,
whereas Kautsky, Lenin, Gramsci or Rosa Luxemburg were not, they were political leaders. However,
elements of reconnection between critical thinkers and political movements can be observed today. Whatever
one thinks of the resulting political strategy, it has led to interesting debates within the European left. These
ties, however, will be different from the ones that existed at the time of Lenin and Gramsci. Your book about
the contemporary history of critical thought comes at a time when the public discussion, especially in the U.
Before the 17th century, for a proposition to have any authority, it had to be validated by a legitimate
institution, generally a religious one â€” typically the church in the case of Europe. And the social media have
of course given these lies unprecedented leverage. In this context, the left has no choice but to defend facts.
The rise in mortality rates in Greece following austerity policies imposed by the EU is an indisputable fact.
We live in an epoch that irrationalism, fanaticism, religious intolerance and extremism affect hundreds of
millions of people. Religious belief is here to stay, albeit in ever-changing forms. One role of critical thought
in this context is to stress the emancipatory effects religion can sometimes have. Many critical thinkers I talk
about in the book: The foundation of universalism. A struggle has to take place inside the religious field in
favor of progressive and even revolutionary currents. I am not saying this is going to be easyâ€¦ As you assert,
climate change increases social inequalities at the expense of weaker and poor. How can we unite the fight
against capitalism with the ecological movements? An argument I elaborate in my book Nature is a Battlefield
is indeed that capitalism leads to inequalities in relationship to the environment. The subaltern classes
throughout the world are much more affected by pollutions, natural catastrophes, or biodiversity losses, than
the rich. Uniting the fight against capitalism and the ecological movements thus implies to stop talking about
climate change as an abstract phenomenon affecting humanity as a whole, and convincing the subaltern
classes that on top of other forms of inequalities they suffer, they are victims of environmental inequalities.
Only on that condition will the global working class join the struggle against climate change.

6: Speaking for the Voiceless â€“ an inspiring quote from Subcomandante Marcos â€“ Miguel Costa Matos
After all. the opponents of the new Internal Security Act organized a demonstration of holograms in the Spanish
Parliament. panorama of contemporary critical theories. pushing the country toward a disorderly bankruptcy and
chaos..".

7: The Resurgence of the Leftist Public Intellectual | HuffPost
"In the beginning there was defeat. Anyone who wishes to understand the nature of contemporary critical thinking must
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start from this fact". Thus Razmig Keucheyan opens the first chapter of his ambitious, yet surprisingly concise overview
of contemporary critical theory.

8: Razmig Keucheyan: Mapping Critical Theory Today - Cornell
The Critical Bench Program Free Download Mike Westerdal. The Critical Bench Program Pdf, The Critical Bench
Program Book, The Critical Bench Program Download, The Critical Bench Program Review.

9: Download PDF EPUB The Left Hemisphere Mapping Critical Theory Today - PDF and ePub Download F
Remzig Keucheyan's, The Left Hemisphere: Mapping Critical Theory Today is an important contribution to the field of
critical theory today as it provides such a cognitive mapping. Not only is the.
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